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Faculty of New Tehnologies

In the year 1996, the signing of a cooperative
educational agreement between the Ministry of Education and
Science of the Kyrgyz Republic and the Sapat Educational
Organization, gave a start for the launch of the Ala-Too
International University. The campus area constitutes
54,000m2 covered and 16,000m2 of open space.
Five blocks are located on the campus, equipped with
smart boards, internet infrastructure, and modern
laboratories. In our peaceful campus you can benefit from the
use of the library that is a home for 30 thousand books in
different languages used in our various study programs. Every
day at lunch, both delicious and affordable meals are available
for 250 people in the big dining hall. Two canteens, with decent
environments, serve our students in the winter and summer.
An indoor sports hall and football-basketball-volleyball-tennis
fields are also included to the diversity of our campus.
AIU has four faculties: Economics and Administrative
Sciences, Social Sciences, New Technologies and Medicine
form the core. Eighteen departments, a Vocational education
that educates 9th through 11th grade students, with a distant
educational system consisting of BA (Management) and MA
(Pedagogy and Management) programs complete the
educational infrastructure, making education available for
2250 students from all over the world.
Tuition fees reflect the global standards and vary
based on the choice of faculty. Education is conducted mainly
in English with Russian, Kyrgyz, and Turkish languages being
auxiliary. The university offers selective language courses of
Japanese, German, Chinese, and French. Also, for those with
insufficient English language proficiency, there is a
Preparatory School.

1. Turkic languages
2. Economic theory
3. Economics and Management
4. Management in social and economic systems
5. Mathware and software of computers and computer networks
6. Comparative linguistics
7. Pedagogy. History of Education and Pedagogy
8.Cultural Theory and History
9. Social Philosophy

